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Party Stand In Fall

Republican Platform Outline
Miami Beach (from the wire
■jjyice)—Key excerpts from the
i ■». i Republican platform:
VIETNAM:
'The administration's Vietnam
P"Ucy has failed—militarily, pofjb/.cally, diplomatically and with
relation to our own people. The
administration's piecemeal
*

commitment of men and massive
military superiority and frittered
away our options.
It Is time to realize that not
every International conflict Is susceptible to solution by American
ground forces.
We pledge a program for peace
In Vletnam-nelther peace at any

Tex Ritter,Hell Drivers,
'Headline Annual Fair
The 18th annual Wood County
Fair Is now In progress at the
fairgrounds. The fair, which opened last Sunday, drew an estimated
crowd of over 8,000 persons on
^Tuesday.
Various exhibits and displays
ae prevalent at the fair again
this year. Food tents operated
by the Liberty Civic Center, Calvary United Methodist Church,
L..<e Band Boosters, 10OF, Bowllr>: Green Fire Department and the
!, organized Church of Jesus
is-^lsl of the Latter Day Saints,
prKjJde the falrgoer who has a
h.'arty appetite, with their tempting dishes.
Those persons who tire of walking over the fairgrounds to visit
many displays of commercial
M m
Ublts, culinary art, flowers,
■Llbl
tstock and other displays, will
have the opportunity to do
by riding the two
xt tirelessly
tli
tractor - trolley shuttle wagons
which were Instituted last year.
Th-s service is operated by the
Wod County National Farmers
Organization.

If

LftMe Junior Class of Bowling
lGr*fn High School will -again
[hattfe the cleanup of the falrI grc «ds. The problem of dust has
I bgt solved with the advent of
■ n$wy paved roads in the main area
I of-. »e fairgrounds.
Ive music is provided by six
jd County high school bands
at' arlous Intervals In the Grandst id, along with other musical
e:| ertalnment.
lergerle-Pflle Shows are prov Jig cotton candy, popcorn, cara J corn, candy apples, waffles,
F&nch fries, sno-cone and ice
iam concessions.
"wo local automobile dealers
'e new cars on display, and
1

Daybrook-Ottawa Corporation is
displaying some of Its many pieces
of hydraulic equipment. There Is
also an attractive display of glass
from Llbbey Glass Company.
Melanie Farley, 17, of Mlllbry,
was named Miss Wood County at
the fair on Tuesday night. On
Monday evening, she was Involved
in an automobile accident on Ohio
795, and received nine stitches
in her knee. Despite her Injuries,
she appeared Tuesday night to win
the crown.
Rides are another spectacle at
the fair this year. The popular
sky-liner, which gives riders a
good overall view of the fairgrounds, greet falrgoers right
inside the m iln gate.
Kiddle rides, Including the
merry - go - around, are consolidated In the island between the old
Woman's Building and the eating
establishments. There will also
be rest tents, organ and piano
displays and other commercial
exhibits In this Island, formerly
occupied by the commercial tent.
Harness racing and saddle horse
relay races are the feature event
at the fair tonight. They will be
held at the grandstand at 8 p.m.
Friday night a country and western
show featuring Tex Ritter, will be
held at the grandstand at 7 and
9 p.m.
A livestock sale will be held
at 9 a.m. Saturday morning, along
with a pory pull. At noon on Saturday a horse pull will be held
in the grandstand and Infield
bleacher area. A greased pig contest is scheduled for 3:30 p.m.
on Saturday In the grandstand area.
The featured event on Saturday
evening will be an auto thrill show
featuring the Trans-Canada Hell
Drivers, which will be held In the
grandstand.

CHARLES PERCY
...Vice President?

price nor a camouflaged surrender
of legitimate United States or allied interests—but a positive program that will offer a fair and
equitable settlement to all, based
on the principle of self-determination, our national Interests and
the cause of long-range world
peace. We will pursue a course
that will enable and Induce the
South Vietnamese to assume Increasing responsibility. We will
see to It that our gallant American
servicemen are fully supported
with the highest quality equipment,
and will avoid actions that unnecessarily jeopardize their
lives."
CITIES:
"There must be—and we pledge
~a vigorous effort, nationwide, to
transform the blighted areas of
cities into centers of opportunity
and progress, culture and talent.
Millions of our people are suffering cruelly from expanding metropolitan blight-- congestion,
crime, polluted air and water, poor
housing, Inadequate educational,
economic and recreational opportunities.
We promise effective, sustainable action, enlisted new energies
by the private sector and by governments at all levels."
CRIME:
"Lawlessness Is crumbling the
foundations of American society.
Republicans believe that respect
for the law Is the cornerstone of
a free and well-ordered society.
We call on public officials at
the federal, state and local levels
to enforce our laws with firmness
and fairness. We pledge enactment of legislation to control Indiscriminate availability of firearms, safeguarding the right of
responsible citizens to collect, own
and use firearms for legitimate
purposes, retaining primary responslbUlty at the state level, with
such federal laws as necessary to
better enable the states to meet
their responsibilities."
RIOTS:
"We will not tolerate violence.
America has adequate peaceful and
lawful means for achieving even
fundamental social change If the
people wish It.
The Republican party strongly
advocates measures to alleviate
and remove the frustrations that
contribute to riots."
(Continued on Page 3)

The Republican Convention will close tonight with the nomination
of a Vice President candidate. Once this is over, delegates will return
to their home states, confidently hoping they have nominated a winning
ticket for their party in the November elections.
The three main contenders for the party's presidential nomination
stand characterized differently. Nelson Rockefeller started at a time
when many party pros said it was too late. Richard Nixon worked to
the best of his ability to line up support with these party pros. Ronald
Reagan, the last official candidate to enter the race, seemed to hold
his Initial strength in the south and among vigorously conservative
delegates.
The Vice Presidential nominations which begin tonight seem to
have two well-known liberals in the lead. While the presidential
candidate will pick his running-mate, considerable Interest centers
on John Lindsay, Mayor of New York, and Charles Percy, Senator
from Illinois.
Both seem to have appeal to the delegates and the voters the Republican Party Is counting on for support In November. While Lindsay
has already said he would not be nominated for the Vice Presidency,
Percy has made no such disclaimers.
Convention Started Monday
The excitement began at 5 p.m. Wednesday when the clerk began
the seemingly never ending roll call of the states and the process
of placing the names of the candidates In nomination.
The Republicans got down to business last Monday, with the Convention's evening chiefly devoted to the approval of the party platform and speeches by well-known Republicans.
In the keynote address, Washington Governor Daniel J. Evans told
the Republicans their challenge lies In "The prevention of wars and
not their prosecution." However, he felt the first objective of the party
should be "resolution of our Internal conflict." He urged Republicans
to "be where the action is" In uniting the nation.
Former President Dwlght D. Elsonhower, addressing the convention
by television from his hospital room, urged a peaceful settlement In
Vietnam. But, "It Is quite another thing to call for retreat by America,"
he stated.
The former President said adequate answers to crime and violence
must be found, but he urged them not to "waste time this year searching
out someone to blame."
U.S. Representative Gerald R. Ford of Michigan took his position
of permanent chairman of the convention. He said the concentration
on national concerns are as Important as the Vietnam Involvement.
Representative Ford stated the Republican party would end the
American people's involvement in the Vietnam war. He reels the coming
campaign will offer the voters a choice between a party that blundered
Into the Vietnam war and one that he said has a record of peace through
strength.
Thomas E. Dewey, former New York Governor and twice unsuccessful
Republican presidential nominee, told the convention the Republican
party has proven Itself before and Is ready to prove Itself again
after the 1968 election.
"The nation is once again In sad disarray," Mr. Dewey stated.
"The Johnson administration has given us Inflated budgets, Inflated
deficits and inflated currency with Its ever-rising prices," he said.
"In 1952, the state of the Union was In a mess," he continued,
"and the Republicans straightened things out. Now the American
people are In a mess again," Mr. Dewey stated.
Abernathy Brings Mule Train
A mule-drawn covered wagon arrived at the convention headquarters
in Miami Beach bringing with It Reverand Ralph Abernathy, leader of
the Poor People's campaign, and some 50 of his followers.
Rev. Abernathy stated that his reason for coming to the convention,
"Is to call attention of the GOP convention Into the plight of the poor."
He stated that the group represented the "51 state of hunger."
"No political party Is sufficiently dedicated to the needs of the
Black people," he stated. When asked which Republican candidate he
would want nominated, Rev. Abernathy stated, "Somebody like Rockefeller would do the best for the Negro." He feels that Gov. Rockefeller
Is the one who comes closest to helping the Negro.
Looking back on the past of the Republicans Is a dim view. Republicans have held the White House only eight of the past 36 years. Only
27% of voters presently call themselves Republicans as compared
to 46% Democrats.
The Republican Future
The future may be looking brighter for the Republicans, though.
A changing political climate—an unpopular war and disorder In the
streets—may raise the Republicans back to a majority status.
Republicans presently hold 26 out of 50 state governorships. This
Includes the two most populous states. Republicans will capture the
House of Representatives if they capture 31 more seats. This may
not be as difficult as it sounds when the Republicans gained 47 seats
In the election two years ago.
Political styles are changing like today's fashions. The Republican
classic philosophy of federal decentralization, states' rights, sound
currency, private initiative and free enterprise may be coming back
into fashion.
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Ediixm/^
Let's Skip Trivialities
"Please - - You are now a part of the Union Organization. We
ask you not to smoke, or chew gum. Not to bring beverages or
any other food to this table.
"Men are to wear coats and ties, women are to wear businesslike clothes."

The above information is passed out to any organization that
places a table for student information in the University Union.
It seems to the News to be a rather ridiculous attempt to regulate conduct over which the University does not, and should not,
have any control whatsoever.
A News story on page three describes the attempts of the Union
Director to assert authority in an area he must not invade- - student involvement. It seems to the News that if the University
administration is serious in its attempts to promote more interest among the student, it should realize how far away from the
goal it is reaching.
With out-of-date, absurd and incompetent regulations governing a student body that is seeking more influence over the life
it trys to lead, some conflicts will arise.
It would seem that now is the time to make some kind of attempt toward this end.
Would someone like to explain why a person cannot smoke or
chew gum at a table in the Union lobby? It seems time to question these incredible regulations in order to arrive at intelligent
and reasoned rules that both the students and administrators
could follow.
A broad new approach is needed in this area of student activity. New guidelines must be established in regards to the ability of any student organization to inform the students on campus
of the differing viewpoints in the world.
Unless these guidelines are worked out, there will continue
to be confrontations between the University employees and the
students.
Why should it matter to any one at all whether the student
chews gum or smokes or happens not to have on a coat and tie.
Let's put down all these totally absurd problems and get to the
problem of creating a decent education for the student when he
gets here.

Letters To The Editor

Plans To Teach?
I suspect there was some malice Intended In the publication
of Dale Thompson's letter (B-G
News, August 1) "printed as the
News received it."
Even allowing for the sloppy
proof reading of the News and
regardless of the merits of the
issue raised (or should It, perchance, be "lrregardless" - as so many of my students would
have It), I trust that Mr. Thompson, "Sr. College of Ed.," will
not teach, or attempt to teach,
our children the fundamentals of
their language. I counted no fewer

than fifteen misspelled words In
his brief letter. There was at
least one sentence fragment and
one run-on sentence (termswhlch,
alas, may have very little meaning for far too many of your
readers). Finally, any'lntelegent,
well educated, well-paid person"
)sorry, I put the hypen In automatically) should at least have
been Introduced to the services
of the familiar old hyphen during
his college career.
J. J. Gross
Professor of English

Great Abilities
Having occasion to recently taste some of this University's greater
administrative abilities, viz., a monastic lesson In manners, Reductive
reasoning and good old southern hospitality from Colonel Cobb at
the Union on Tuesday, I must take It upon myself to mount my crusading ass and Joust some bureaucratic windmills.
To begin with, freedom of any kind cannot and should not be administered by mere human beings. A helrarchy Is most sorely needed,
as was ably demonstrated to me on Tuesday.
Even that Infallible One, so warmly (and often quite blindly) spoken
of by the Faithful Few, discovered his own humanness to be Insufferable.
I nearly forgot to offer any solutions—so sorry Ronald
Reagan.
Secondly,
ALL limitations placed on freedom by blind Institutions, warped regulations and fallacious rules are most abonlmable.
Even If one possesses the merest smattering of reason (duh—I were
a football player), one can discover the disputed Union table worker's
regulations to be this kind of abonlmable limitation.
Thirdly, when are the black-oriented, current publications going
to be placed in the Library?
Fourthly, It Is my humble opinion that freedom of speech DOES
mean you can stand up In crowded theater and yell "Orel", that
the real tragedy Is that some will be trampled to death but that so
many will be pierced by buttons saying, "Register Communists—
Not Guns," and then will die from the loss of blood.
Of course, an electronic genius cannot afford to be too reverent,
can he?
Finally (for this time anyway, Clara), when Is Bowling Green going
to catch up with the rest of the world? Even the tortoise had to MOVE
to beat the hare!
Roger Schmidt

Humphrey Now Does Not
Seem A Logical Candidate
By BILL MOES
With all eyes watching this week's Republican convention and Its quadannual attempt to find somebody
who can win, few have noticed the agreement between
Vice President Humphrey and Senator McCarthy to
participate in a televised debate. Those noticing have,
In many cases, failed to realize the limited Impact
It will have on choosing the Democratic nominee.
The debate will not take place until the weekend
before the convention begins. This means there
will be no time to check the public opinion polls
for any effect the two candidates would create.
McCarthy has repeatedly asked for a public meeting
to take place long before the Democratic convention
so that It would have at least some meaning in regard
to the public opinion polls on which he bases so much
of his candidacy. Humphrey obviously realized that he
had to at least made a conciliatory gesture toward
the people's candidate. The pros In his camp seem
slightly apprehensive toward letting public opinion have
time to crystallze.
It seems Inconceivable that with the modern electronic media, Humphrey still believes that he Is
able to force down the throats of the American people
a remnant of the administration that many Americans
have come to distrust.
With a nomination, the result of this action could
be the defeat of Humphrey In November—a happening
many McCarthy supporters at this time would take
with only slight dislike.
With his "politics of happiness" so obviously out
of tune with the America of 1968, Humphrey seems
destined to try to bring back those thrilling days of
yesteryear.
Charges by the Humphrey camp that McCarthy
has failed to propose any concrete Ideas during
the campaign are so blatently false that one can
wonder at what level Humphrey gauges the Intelligence
of the American voter.
While at this time, some estimates give Humphrey
up to 600 votes over the 1,300 needed to nominate,
there Is still a great degree of flux within the delegates "leaning" to Humphrey, should the people's
voice be heard at Chicago, It seems likely Sen.
McCarthy could capture many of these votes.
Most Humphrey strategists feel the Vice President
has It all wrapped up and regard McCarthy's cam-

paign as a futile gesture. McCarthy supporters
regard the Senator's campaign as a quloxltlc crusade
against the present course of events that must also
battle the rigged convention that now Is In opposition
to the people's wishes as demonstrated In primary *
battles.
The 26th of August, when the convention comes
to order, will decide for many Americans the fate
of their votes In November. Should the party Ignore
the wishes of a great number of Democratic voters
who participated In the primaries, they stand to, and
deserve to, suffer great losses at the polls.
We need not look too far to find some reason to»
vote against the present regime. The policies of the
last four years have been a kind of failure that America
cannot afford to suffer for another term of office.
The tactics of pro-Humphrey convention delegates and
politicians have demonstrated a new type of perversion for democratic concepts.
Many wonder whether the McCarthy people will
support Humphrey should be nominated. Are they I
serious?
"f
To support Humphrey with the policies he has
vigorously, supported In the last four years In foreign
affairs and the last four months In political affairs
would be to negate all that Is based in Sen. McCarthy's
campaign.
m
The Vice President called the McCarthy supporters,
by Implication, a "self-righteous minority." That*-]
could go down as the biggest Joke of the 1968 campaign.
How many polls or elections will It take to convince
lacks truth?
Humphrey wants people to believe that he is continually edging away from the Johnson policies of
the past years. He seems, according to newspaper
nam—the root of most American problems. Can
he expect to be regarded as anything less than a*]
hypocrite should he now follow the expedient stand
of taking a new direction?
—*
Let no one doubt' America is facing a most difficult
time In the future. The president must be a man
willing to stand up with honesty. Regarding the
past, there seems little likelihood Mr. Humphrey
is capable of handling the Job.

Critical Era In History
By STEPHAN YOUNG
Senator
This Is a critical era In the
history of our country. We are
striving for equal opportunity for
all people. We are also struggling
to overcome poverty of the spirit,
hopelessness, bitterness, frustration. That is real poverty.
The Commission on Civil Disorders (Kerner Commission) study
was not an obituary for our society.
It was a health report. The report
stated we are tending toward two
societies - separate and unequal.
It did not say It was inevitable.
It said, "Beware."
The greatest challenge to Americans today is to give real meaning to American citizenship for
every American. There cannot be
two classes of citizens. We do
not have any choice. We simply
must do what we say - build one
nation. We should dedicate ourselves and our resources, both
collectively and Individually, to
maintain the title "American
citizen" as the most honored in
the world.
We must provide equal opportunity and equal protection of the
law for all citizens regardless of
race. Let us Judge people on their
merit and their character alone.
OUTRAGE
Truong Dlnh Dzu, a highly respected Saigon lawyer, was the
most outspoken peace candidate
for President of south Vietnam
last September. In that election
Thieu and Ky received only 34%
of the total vote.
Dzu, the runner-up, received
more than 17%, although millions
of Buddhists, members of the National Liberation Front, communist sympathizers and neutralists were denied the right to vote.
Not only that, but south Vietnamese soldiers had two votes each,
one cast at their army posts under
supervision of their officers and
another In their hamlets and cities
under supervision of Ky appointed
provincial leader.
Dzu, a civilian, was recently
tried by a military court; promptly
found guilty of "acting against the
antl - communist spirit of the
people and the armed forces."
He was sentenced to five years at
hard labor. What was his crime?
He said In a speech, "South Vietnamese government officials could
talk peace with some of the na-

tionalists in the National Liberation Front"
By this criteria, millions of
Americans could be Imprisoned
under south Vietnamese "law."
It Is shocking that American
leaders In Saigon made no comment
during a week following the kangaroo court action.
President Johnson owes a duty
to repudiate the Saigon dictators.
This is a stain on our national
conscience when we allow a corrupt militarist regime make a
mockery of freedom, Justice and
other principles we Americans
cherish. It Is an outrage that our
President continues to support a
cruel military Junta representing
a small minority of the south
Vietnamese people.
Unless there Is a coalition government in south Vietnam Including representatives of the National Liberation Front there can
be no viable government there.
This trumped-up charge and cruel
Imprisonment of the most popular
south Vietnamese civilian who received 800,000 votes for President Is a warning to other Vietnamese to follow the official party
line, or else.
American youngsters are being
killed every day due to President Johnson's subservience to the
military - Industrial complex In
committing 600,000 American
youngsters to a land war to save
corrupt dictators of a military

regime In Saigon.
FOR GREATER NATDNAL
SECURITY
The draft law Is an abomlna-*j
Hon. It should not be amended.
It should be repealed. Select!*'
service as now operated Is dl*
criminatory and unfair. Taking
advantage of its provisions youngsters from affluent families continue in universities while those
in poor families are drafted.
.
It is disruptive of family life*
due to the uncertalntly of General
Hershey pointing his finger toward the induction center beckoning a youngster from age 19 through
26. As defects In present selective
service are beyond correction the
writer proposes to Introduce next
Jnauary a bill ending compulsory*,]
military service and providing a
voluntary army, navy and air force,
Increasing the salaries and allowances to recruits and noncom and
definitely not Increasing salaries
and allowances for commissioned
officers, already well paid.
The writer having been a pr 11
and also an officer In time,
combat proposes that a youngs'
volunteer for 18 months and serve
In the active reserve for an additional 18 months being paid for one
study and drill night weekly and
2 weeks each summer. Selective
service must not be a sacred co
In event of a declared war, Co
gress f necessary could lmme
lately enact a draft law.
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Overlooked Rules

,

Counselors Fired
,

Two Bromfleld Hall counselors
were dismissed last Tuesday for
overlooking the hours rule last
session,
James R. Bays and Robert K.
Devies were making their rounds
around 2 a,m. Sunday, July 20.
Seeing several students grouped
In the Anderson, second floor
lounge they stopped to Investigate.
The several male students were

Hoy Author Not
' Afraid To Try

4

ft

Nell Simon, authorofthlsweek's
Huron Playhouse production of
"The Odd Couple," Is a man unafraid of taking what is sometimes
known as the Entertainer's Big
lilsk--I.e., trying to top excellence
with something even better.
He proved his courage by writing
"The Odd Couple" Immediately
after scoring an enormous success
with "Barefoot In the Park." A
prudent playwright would not have
chanced trying to match or surpass
one bug hit with a second try so
soon after the first. The fear is
thai the writer will become—in
the phrase of George Axelrod, who
did get Immobilized with his first
hit "The Seven Year Itch" ~ a
"playwrote."
Undeterred, Simon came up with
"The Odd Couple" soon after
"Barefoot In the Park," and found
he'd scored another bull's eye.
For two and a half years the two
plays kept running slde-by-slde,
so to speak, on Broadway.

Campus Movie
* Stars Newman

*

x

The fourth and final movie In
the Paul Newman Film Series,
"Sweet Bird of Youth, " will be
shown at 6 and 8 p.m., Tuesday,
August 13, In 105 Hanna Hall.
The movie, taken from a successful broadway play, was written by
Tennessee Williams.
Geraldlne Page portrays a fading
Hollywood star who has turned to
drugs and sex. Paul Newman Is
a handsome, young man who uses
her on his climb to success In
Hollywood.
After obtaining a movie part,
the character Newman plays thinks
he has the world In the palm of
his hands. He then takes a trip
to his home town to find personal problems with an old girl
friend have given more troubles.
A student ID card is the only
entrance requirement to see this
movie.

dispersed and the man and woman
who were working on an art project were informed that it was
after 2a.ni. and they shoud return
to the women'8 dormitory.
Apparently the counselors then
allowed the girl to enter her dormitory through an Improper entrance
to avoid the late minutes penalty.
When the counselors left, the girl
was admitted by a night watchman.
Devies' comment on the subject
was that he had a "clear conscience" about his action and if
the same incident happened again
he would do the same thing.
He felt the counselor's Job should
be more clearly defined and the
counselor should have some authority In rule interpretation. Devies
expressed no hostility against the
decision and understood the position of the administration.
Harold R. Wasslnk,
assistant
dean of men, was responsible for
the dismissal. His views were
that since there was a direct violation of the rules and the counselors could have taken other alternatives (such as checking with
the head resident before making
the decision}, that dismissal was
normal procedure.
"I don't doubt the moral character of the counselors but they
did make the mistake," he said.

JOSEPH NEMETH
...Committee member

^SJfZ.J!^

seconds somebody's house is burglarized.
Latest statistics of the Federal Bureau of Investigation reveal
that burglary has Increased nationally 55 per cent since 1960.
In 1966, the most recent year
of national statistics, there were
10 per cent more burglaries than
in 1965.
In Ms annual review of crime,
J. Edgar Hoover notes that suppression and detection of burglary and particularly difficult due
to the tremendous volume of these
offenses and the thinness of police
patrols.
He reported that only one out
of every five cases of burglary
In 1966 was ever solved. "This
low clearance rate," he added,
Indicates lack of a deterrent and
little risk of detection."
For homes equipped with intercom systems, says the Nu-Tone
division of Scovill Manufacturing
Company, It is simple and inexpensive to add Intruder alarm
devices.
Interior or external speakers
will Immediately pick any suspicious noise and allow the resident
with the push of a button, to Immediately set off Inside and outside alarms.
In addition to deterring
an Intruder, the entire neighborhood is
quickly alerted to the burglary.

Building Air Support
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (UPD A storage warehouse here—520
feet long and 34 feet high—is
supported entirely by air.
Said to be the world's longest
air - supported structure, the
building, appropriately called
WairHouse, is designed to store
surplus commodities, including
canned foods, rice and other perishables and fertilizers for shipment to underdeveloped countries.
The building, with It vast vinyl
coated nylon "skin" woven by
J.P. Stevens * Co., Inc.,was
constructed In Just two weeks.
It has withstood the buffeting of
60 miles per hour winds.

The WairHouse, provides
1,239,884 cubic feet of storage
space in a clear span. The structure and all accessory equipment
weigh only 20,330 pounds. Included Is an electric generator
which automatically takes over
in event of a power failure.
A network of steel cables Is
lnteregrated into the structural
envelope. This patented cable system relieves the air structure
fabric of all but a fraction of the
structural loads and allows the
construction of almost limitless
spans without need for specially
designed and high cost materials.

More

About:

Republican Platform
(Continued from Page 1)
To qualify for Jobs with permanence and promise, many dlsadvantaged citizens need special assistance and Job training.
We will enact the Republicanproposed human Investment act,
offering tax credits to employers,
to encourage such training and upgrading. We pledge a unified federal food distribution program, as
well as active cooperation with the
states and innovative private en-

By TOM HACNIK
Staff Writer
A McCarthy worker was removed from the Union lobby at
about 1:30 p.m. Tuesday.
The worker was Roger T.
Schmidt, a Bowling Green resident.
Mr. Schmidt said be was located
in front of the Union information
desk passing out McCarthy liter-

by IRA president Dr. Leo Fay of
Indiana University. IRA is a professional nonprofit organization
for teachers and administrators
concerned with the Improvement
of reading instruction.
This committee will explore
activities IRA ought to be conducting relating to pre- and Inservice training of teachers. Dr.
Nemeth's other committee work
will deal with developing guidelines for planning special reading
facilities, particularly In new elementary and secondary schools
and work toward publication of
the guidelines.
The local educator Is one of
more than 55,000 IRA members
and subscribers throughout the
United States and twenty-one foreign countries. Five hundred and
eighty-six IRA councils work for
the exchange of International Ideas
and Information about reading. The
Association's publications provide
educators with the latest Information on reading instruction.
Dr. Nemeth Is a contributing
editor of The Reading Teacher,
an IRA publication, and is a former
editor of Ohio Reading Teacher.
In 1962 he was co-reclplent of an
IRA award for the outstanding doctoral dissertation in reading.

ature. He said he was approached
by Farrar M. Cobb, the director
of the Union.
Schmidt said that Mr. Cobb told
him he had to get a coat and tie
on) and that he told Mr. Cobb
"no man tells me when I have
to wear a coat and tie."
Mr. Schmidt said that Mr. Cobb
left and returned shortly with two
men. "One was dressed like a
maintenance man and the other had
a suit on."
"They began to fold the table
at which I was sitting and disassemble the easel which was off
to one side," said Mr. Schmidt.
"All of my materials were placed
in a box and put by the wall."
Mr. Schmidt said he then picked
up his materials and set up outside the Union on the front lawn.
"Mr. Cobb then came out and
asked me If I was a student,"
according to Mr. Schmidt. "I said
it has no bearing on the situation," said Mr. Schmidt.
"He then asked for my student
Identification card and said I had
to surrender it to him because he
was an authorized University of-

Three Given
Research Funds
Research funds totaling nearly
$13,000 have been awarded to three
Bowling Green State University
psychology department faculty
members by the National Institute
of Mental Health.
Dr. Pletro Badia, associate professor, received $5,015 to investigate what effects advance warnings have on test subjects' reactions to various stimuli.
Dr. Kenneth M. Shemberg, asssistanr professor, was awarded
$4,200 to study "Escape Learning
and Ulcer Formation."
Dr. Annette Ehrllch, assistant
professor, received $3,717 to conduct research in "Visual Discrimination Behavior in Primates."

terprise, to help provide the hungry poor sufficient food for a
balanced diet."
POVERTY:
"Welfare and poverty programs
will be drastically revised to liberate the poor from the debilitating dependence which erodes selfrespect and discourages family
unity and responsibility... a complete overhaul of the nation's Job
programs is urgent.

Education Grants
For 18 Students
BOWLING GREEN, O.—Eighteen Bowling Green State University
special education students will receive $52,600 in trainee ship grants
for the 1968-69 academic year.
The money, awarded by the U.S. Office of Education, will be divided among five graduate students specializing in education of the
emotionally disturbed and thirteen undergraduate students learning
to teach the mentally retarded.
The graduate fellowship recipients will receive a stipend of $2,000,
a waiver of University fees and an additional $600 allowance for each
dependent, according to Dr. Darrel G. Mlnlfle, director of the division of special education at Bowling Green.
The ten senior tralneeshlps Include an $800 stipend plus a waiver
of fees, while three Juniors will receive $300.
"This is the first time students at the Junior level have been eligible to receive any tralneeshlps," Dr. Mlnlfle noted.
The special education division, started In 1963 with six students
majoring in special education and one professor, has increased to
approximately 600 majors and seven staff members In five years.
During that time, the division has received over $240,000 from the
federal gaovernment for student frants, Dr. Mlnlfle said.

'Non-Love'
FORT WORTH, TEX. (UPI)Dr. Edward Teller, called
"father of the hydrogen
bomb." commented recently on the label to a group of
Texas Christian University
undergraduate students:
"My son refuses to accept
the bomb as a brother."

McCarthyite Ousted From Union

Association Names
Nemith To Group
Dr. Joseph Nemeth, professor
of education and director of the
Reading Center at the University,
will serve on the International
Reading Association's teacher education committee and committee
for planning special reading facilities during the next year,
•i
The appointment is announced

Protection For

flclaL," said Mr. Schmidt
Mr. Schmidt said that he told
Mr. Cobb that he would not give
him his ID card.
Mr. Cobb was contacted by the
B-G News to get his side of the
Incident "I have no comment to
make," he said.
The McCarthy workers returned
yesterday morning and found their
table set up and ready for use.
They said there were no further
incidents as of 1 p.m. yesterday.

Game Night
Victors Listed
All University students, faculty
and personnel, whether living on
or off campus, are Invited to participate in the weekly game night
every Wednesday. The East end
of the Mld-Am room at Harshman is open from 6:30 to 10 for
pinochle, euchre, chess, rubber
bridge, duplicate bridge and other
games. Duplicate bridge begins
promptly at 7 and those wishing
to play for prizes in the other
games should begin not later than
7:30.
Prizes went to the following
winners at the last game night:
Janet Clouse, Sandra Vernon, Dan
Damlovlc and Tom Iioone for pinochle; Alan Fejes, Jim Schuh,
Janet Ford and Doug Schmetzer
for euchre; Pat Bleslot, Larry
Regan and Susan Miller for rubber
bridge; and Ray Flnkelsteln for
chess.
For the Nort and South positions In duplicate bridge the winners were Joe Ernsthausen and
Oldrlch Jlcha; for East and West,
Emily Grimm and Clarice Banks.

Miss Ohio Runnerup
Says 'All Had A Ball'
"Everybody had a ball," were
the words vivacious January Eckert used to describe the MlssOhlo
Pageant held July 19 and 20, at
Cedar Point in Sandusky.
The theme of this year's pageant, "It's a Beautiful Day" could
be described the way Jan felt
when she was named first runnerup out of the 28 contestants who
represented other state universities and Ohio areas.
Jan was second to Leslyn Hlple,
Miss Canton, the new Miss Ohio.
"I didn't feel a thing. It was
like I was all alone In the world
up on that stage watching everybody make noise. It was great!"
the brown-eyed Miss Bowling
Green replied when asked how
she felt when named first runnerup.
January, formerly of Dayton,
won first place in the swlmsult
competition wearing a hot pink
swlmsult
"I couldn't believe
I'd won," she smiled. "The girl
behind me had to poke me to get
me moving when my name was
called."
A Junior In the College of Education, Jan is majoring in English

and theater. Her activities on
campus Include Theta Alpha Phi,
theater arts honorary, University
Players, Falconettea and Chi omega.

JANUARY ECKERT
...Everybody had o ball'
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Broadway Comedy

Huron Offers Odd Couple
HURON, Ohio—The forces of
order and disorder are meeting in
head-on, hilarious conflict on the
stage of the Huron Playhouse In
the Nell Simon comedy hit, "The
Odd Couple," through Saturday.
Performances are held In the
alr-condltloned McCormlck School

auditorium on Ohio Street.
Dick Jenkins of DeKalb, Hi.,
and Joe Blades of Bloomfleld, Mo.
are featured in this comedy devoted
to the antics of two wifeless husbands who decide to share an apartment after their two marriages
have blown up — and who dls-

8 Experimental Films On Tap
For Showing This Weekend
Experimental films are to be
shown at 7:30 p.m. Saturday In
105 Hanna Hall.
The program of eight films lasts
about 90 minutes and shows a new
artistic concept In film making.
The films were chosen from a

Travel Film
Views Spain
An Illustrated travel lecture,
"A Journey Through Spain," will
be presented by Ted Bumiller at
7:30 tonight In 105 Hanna Hall.
The lecture and film will tour
such cities as Seville, Barcelona,
Madrid and Toledo. One will be
able to see cathedrals, religious
fiestas, flamenco dancing and the
running of the bulls.
Mr. Bumiller Is a graduate of
the Applied Arts College, University of Cincinnati with a degree
in architecture. He has traveled
all over the world since he was
graduated and has done other films,
"By Jeep Around the World," and
"Four Seasons of Scandinavia."

group of 75 that were presented
at the Ann Arbor Film Festival
last March.
The highlights of the show are
"Chinese Firedrlll" by William
lllndle, winner of the grand prize
and "The Bed" by James nroughton, another prize winner.
"Chinese FIredrUl," the longest
film, lasting 24 minutes, Involves
a man and his attempt to reorganize
his life with IBM cards which, In
the end, are carried away by a
gust of wind.
"The Bed" depicts events that
happen around a bed that has rolled
down a long hill and stopped beneath a tree In a serene setting.
Other films are: "Die," ".Superman and the Strippers," Gymnopedles," "Pulp," "7362" and
"Christmas Is Naked Turkey."
The additional 75 movies are
now on tour throughout the country
and will be shown In Bowling Green
later this year.
The movies are being sponsored
by the Union Activities Office with
Dr. Edgar F. Daniels of the English
department In charge.

cover that the traits which mide
their wives discard them, render
them incompatible to each other
as room-mates.
Jenkins will portray Oscar, a
ilvorced newspaper sportswrlter
who lives alone in untidy grandeur
In an eight-room apartment from
which his wife has fled with their
children to escape the climate of
clutter he enjoys.
Blades, will appear as an old
chum named Felix whose marriage
also has Just busted up. He Is
so distraught at this development
that he seems on the verge of
collapse, until Oscar suggests that
he share his over-roomy apartment, thus helping him meet his
alimony payments and alleviating
the loneliness of his solo life In
an eight-room apartment.
Once linked In this domestic
arrangement, however, the two;
men then discover what they had
never known about each other as
casual friends — they're tempermentally unsulted for living under
the same roof.
Where Oscar, a born slob. Is
compulsively messy and enjoys
living In fraternity-house disarray, Felix Is compulsively neat,
an obsessive tlder-upper, and a
meticulous housekeeper and cook.
The climax comes when the two
Ill-matched room-mates have a
date with two giggling sisters, both
divorcees, who live on the floor
below.
Robert E. McAndrew of Prospect Hts., m., David Welch, Arlington, S.D., Don Pocock, Masslllon, and Dan Johnson, Union, Mich,
will portray the assortment of
poker-playing buddies of the odd
couple and Jeanne Bowyer (Detroit,
Mich.) and Robin Grunley (Bethesda, Md.) the neighborly sisters.

Ohio Notes Decrease UAO Plans
Put-In-Bay
In Highway Toll
COLUMBUS — Ohio was the only
midwest state to show a traffic
death decline for the first six
months of 1968.
The national death toll for the six
months was up 6 per cent, Jumping from 23,730 to 25,200, the
National Safety Council reported.
Ohio's death toll was down four
per cent for the period, as compared with a year ago, dropping
from 1079 to 1032.
Of the seven big states, Ohio
and Texas were the only ones
showing a decline.
New York Jumped from 1221 to
1393, California from 2167 to 2235,
Florida from 915 to 1044, Illinois
from 906 to 922, Michigan from
826 to 1020, Pennsylvania from
934 to 944, and Texas fell from
1586 to 1579. The Illinois figures
were for five months.
Twelve of the 50 states had a
decrease In deaths, but those geographically closest to Ohio were

The Office of Student Activities
has announced plans for a one-day
tour of Put-In-Bay and the wineries on the island In Lake Erie.
The trip for University students will begin at 8:30 am. Saturday, Aug. 17 from the front of
the Union. The charge will be $3,
covering admission fees, travel Insurance, round-trip bus transportation and ferry charges to the
Islands.
Students making the trip will
return by 8:30 pm Saturday. Registration for the trip will end at
4:30 pm next Wednesday.
Reservations can be made at
the Union Activities Office in the
Union from 8:30 am to 4 pm.
Box lunches will be provided
at noon for students having meal
tickets for University dining halls.
All other meals or Items not
listed are at the expense of the
student.

Toledo, with records of 1.6 and
7.4 In the same categories, topped
the 350,000 - 500,000 population
group as its toll fell from 21 to
12. In 1966 there were 36 deaths
on Toledo's streets In the first
five months, three times as many
as this year.
Newark, dropping from five
deaths to zero, was nosed out for
first place in the 25,000 - 50,000
class by Lakeland, Fla., which had
six last year and none during the
first five months.

FOR SALE
1966 305 Honda. 3500 miles. Must
Sell. Ph. 352-5300.

AT HURON PLAYHOUSE •• The "Odd Couple" - Dick Jenkins,
left, and Joe Blades, center, hash out a neatness problem while
a policeman friend, played by Robert E. McAndrew, right, listens in.

Crypt To Offer

N0RTHGATE
RESTAURANT

Pair Of Films
The Crypt will be open Saturday night from 9 to 12:30. Two
films will be shown, "A Unicorn
In the Garden" and "An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge."
Showings are at 10:30.

$1.35

5:00 - 8:00 p.m.
$1.75
FAVORITE COCKTAILS

The Crypt Is located In the
United Christian Fellowship building at Thurstln and Ridge Streets.

and Michaloeb on Tap.

1095 N. MAIN
—Now— Thru

Tits. Ai|. 13
Evenings at 7:15 & 9:30 - Sat. & Sun. Mat. at 2:30 - 5
NATIONAL GENERAL PICTURES PRESENTS

JAMES GARNER DEBBIE REYNOLDS
MAURICE RONET
HOW SWEET IT IS!
PAUL LYNOE
'., TERRY-THOMAS;

Techntcoiof"
P«navis*on"

A BIG BARREL OF FUN!
*0K^«^<<^»^»^M^M*«^<l^l>^K^«^«^K^«^M^<t0«4h

Last Chance
$6.00 DRESS SHIRTS

$1 "

$9.50 WASH TROUSERS $2°°

1966 Pontlac Convertible. Write
Box D, c/o
BG News If interested.

Tired of mistakes? Let Alice
your typing. 352-686L

$6.00 SWIM SUITS

Girl's bike, like new.
Make
offer. Call Evenks after 7 p.m.
Ext. 2687, 2688, 2689.

Local church needs organist. $25
per week. Leave name at UCF
353-8912.

MGB <66 blue, wire wheels, clean.
Call ext. 3296, or 352-6583 after
6 p.m.

Passed away: 1 chlddy. Funeral
services and rally, FrL, Aug. 9
8-2, 29 Greenview.

Men—rooms-summer or fall. Ph.
363-8241 after 3 p.m.

BUSINESS* PERSONSL

Wanted: Riders going to Calif.
Call Tom, 354-1855.

Rooms for men. Near campus.
Private entrance. Refrigerator.
Ph. 352-7385.

Lost: Wedding Ring, gold with
five rubles. Call Jane at 3541555. Reward.

Roommate needed for fall to share
apt. at Varsity So, Write: Dave
Traphagen, 1745 Sawburg, Alliance, O.

BE HAPPY
GO I.UCKEY
i.uckey Swimming Quarry

V '

HBMSsmm

Starting August 2 at the Canterbury Inn, playing every Wednesday,
Friday, and Saturday: The most
popular group in Toledo—The
Buccaneers.

For rent—mobile home, clean.
One or 2 students.
Available
Sept. 1. Can be seen any time.
Call 352-5772. Maurer's Mobile
Court, Ht. 35.

»

EVENING BUFFET

1964 Ford XL Convertible^ buckets,
4-speed. 1960 Thunderblrd. Call
B.G. Radiator Repair, 352-668L

FOR RENT

i

11:30- 2:00 p.m.

SALE

Part-time typing available In my
home. Call 352-4365 after 5.

*. k.

NOON BUFFET

Excursion

Connecticut on the east, Tennessee
to the south, and Wyoming In the
west.
Columbus was the national city
leader for five months In the half
million to 750,000 population
group, dropping from 22 to 15
fatalities for a record of 1.5 deaths
per 10,000 registered vehicles, and
6.6 per 100,000 population on an
annual basis.

Classifieds
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. Tuesday
before publication date. Leave
ad or mail to B-G News 106
University Hall. Include name,
address, student no. for billing. RATES: 32< per line, 2<line minimum.

..

$1 °°

532 EAST WOOSTER STREET

»

!

JOHN LINDSAY
..Con He Soy No?

NELSON ROCKEFELLER
...A Strong Effort

RICHARD NIXON
...Party Pro» Mon

RONALD REAGAN
..Conservative's Boy

The B-G
News

GOP Convention
NowNears Finish

Serving a Growing University Since 1920

X
M
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Party Stand In Fall

Republican Platform Outline
Miami Beach (from the wire
servlco)~Key excerpts from the
1MB Republican platform:
VIETNAM:
"The administration's Vietnam
policy has failed—militarily, politically, diplomatically and with
relation to our own people. The
administration's piecemeal

commitment of men and massive
military superiority and frittered
away our options.
It Is time to realize that not
every International conflict Is susceptible to solution by American
ground forces.
We pledge a program for peace
In Vletnam-nelther peace at any

Tex Ritter,Hell Drivers,
Headline Annual Fair
The 18th annual Wood County
Fair Is now in progress at the
fairgrounds. The fair, which opened last Sunday, drew an estimated
crowd of over 8,000 persons on
^ Tuesday.
Various exhibits and displays
are prevalent at the fair again
this year. Food tents operated
by the Liberty Civic Center, Calvary United Methodist Church,
Lake Band Boosters, lOOF, Bowling Green Fire Department and the
Reorganized Church of Jesus
« Christ of the Latter Day Saints,
provide the falrgoer who has a
hearty appetite, with their tempting dishes.
Those persons who tire of walking over the fairgrounds to visit
the many displays of commercial
exhibits, culinary art, flowers,
„ livestock and other displays, will
again have the opportunity to do
so tirelessly by riding the two
tractor - trolley shuttle wagons
which were Instituted last year.
This service is operated by the
Wood County National Farmers
Organization.
«

The Junior Class of Bowling
Green High School will -again
handle the cleanup of the fairgrounds. The problem of dust has
been solved with the advent of
newly paved roads In the main area
of the fairgrounds.
Live music Is provided by six
t Wood County high school bands
at various Intervals In the Grandstand, along with other musical
entertainment.
Mergerle-Pflle Shows are providing cotton candy, popcorn, caramel corn, candy apples, waffles,
French fries, sno-cone and ice
— cream concessions.
Two local automobile dealers
have new cars on display, and

Day brook-Ottawa Corporation Is
displaying some of Its many pieces
of hydraulic equipment. There Is
also an attractive display of glass
from Llbbey Glass Company.
Melanle Farley, 17, of Mlllbry,
was named Miss Wood County at
the fair on Tuesday night. On
Monday evening, she was involved
in an automobile accident on Ohio
795, and received nine stitches
In her knee. Despite her injuries,
she appeared Tuesday night to win
the crown.
Rides are another spectacle at
the fair this year. The popular
sky-liner, which gives riders a
good overall view of the fairgrounds, greet falrgoers right
Inside the main gate.
Kiddle rides, including the
merry - go - around, are consolidated in the island between the old
Woman's Building and the eating
establishments. There will also
be rest tents, organ and piano
displays and other commercial
exhibits In this island, formerly
occupied by the commercial tent.
Harness racing and saddle horse
relay races are the feature event
at the fair tonight. They will be
held at the grandstand at 8 p.m.
Friday night a country and western
show featuring Tex Hitter, will be
held at the grandstand at 7 and
9 p.m.
A livestock sale will be held
at 9 a.m. Saturday morning, along
with a pony pull. At noon on Saturday a horse pull will be held
In the grandstand and infield
bleacher area. A greased pig contest Is scheduled for 3:30 p.m.
on Saturday In the grandstand area.
The featured event on Saturday
evening will be an auto thrill show
featuring the Trans-Canada Hell
Drivers, which will be bald In the
grandstand.

CHARLES PERCY
...Vice President?

price nor a camouflaged surrender
of legitimate United States or allied Interests—but a positive program that will offer a fair and
equitable settlement to all, based
on the principle of self-determination, our national Interests and
the cause of long-range world
peace. We will pursue a course
that will enable and Induce the
South Vietnamese to assume increasing responsibility. We will
see to it that our gallant American
servicemen are fully supported
with the highest quality equipment,
and will avoid actions that unnecessarily Jeopardize their
lives."
CITIES:
"There must be—and we pledge
—a vigorous effort, nationwide, to
transform the blighted areas of
cities into centers of opportunity
and progress, culture and talent.
Millions of our people are suffering cruelly from expanding metropolitan blight-- congestion,
crime, polluted air and water, poor
housing, Inadequate educational,
economic and recreational opportunities.
We promise effective, sustainable action, enlisted new energies
by the private sector and by governments at all levels."
CRIME:
"Lawlessness is crumbling the
foundations of American society.
Republicans believe that respect
for the law Is the cornerstone of
a free and well-ordered society.
We call on public officials at
the federal, state and local levels
to enforce our laws with firmness
and fairness. We pledge enactment of legislation to control Indiscriminate availability of firearms, safeguarding the right of
responsible citizens to collect, own
and use firearms for legitimate
purposes, retaining primary responsibility at the state level, with
such federal laws as necessary to
better enable the states to meet
their responsibilities."
RIOTS:

"We will not tolerate violence.
America has adequate peaceful and
lawful means for achieving even
fundamental social change if the
people wish it.
The Republican party strongly
advocates measures to alleviate
and remove the frustrations that
contribute to riots."
(Continued on Page 3)

The Republican Convention will close tonight with the nomination
of a Vice President candidate. Once this Is over, delegates will return
to their home states, confidently hoping they have nominated a winning
ticket for their party in the November elections.
The three main contenders for the party's presidential nomination
stand characterized differently. Nelson Rockefeller started at a time
when many party pros said it was too late. Richard Nixon worked to
the best of his ability to line up support with these party pros. Ronald
Reagan, the last official candidate to enter the race, seemed to hold
his Initial strength in the south and among vigorously conservative
delegates.
The Vice Presidential nominations which begin tonight seem to
have two well-known liberals in the lead. While the presidential
candidate will pick his running-mate, considerable Interest centers
on John Lindsay, Mayor of New York, and Charles Percy, Senator
from Illinois.
Both seem to have appeal to the delegates and the voters the Republican Party is counting on for support In November. While Lindsay
has already said he would not be nominated for the Vice Presidency,
Percy has made no such disclaimers.

Convention Started Monday
The excitement began at 5 p.m. Wednesday when the clerk began
the seemingly never ending roll call of the states and the process
of placing the names of the candidates in nomination.
The Republicans got down to business last Monday, with the Convention's evening chiefly devoted to the approval of the party platform and speeches by well-known Republicans.
In the keynote address, Washington Governor Daniel J. Evans told
the Republicans their challenge lies In "The prevention of wars and
not their prosecution." However, he felt the first objective of the party
should be "resolution of our Internal conflict." He urged Republicans
to "be where the action Is" in uniting the nation.
Former President Dwlght D. Elsonhower, addressing the convention
by television from his hospital room, urged a peaceful settlement In
Vietnam. But, "It Is quite another thing to call for retreat by America,"
he stated.
The former President said adequate answers to crime and violence
must be found, but he urged them not to "waste time this year searching
out someone to blame."
U.S. Representative Gerald R. Ford of Michigan took his position
of permanent chairman of the convention. He said the concentration
on national concerns are as important as the Vietnam Involvement
Representative Ford stated the Republican party would end the
American people's Involvement In the Vietnam war. He feels the coming
campaign will offer the voters a choice between a party that blundered
into the Vietnam war and one that he said has a record of peace through
strength.
Thomas E. Dewey, former New York Governor and twice unsuccessful
Republican presidential nominee, told the convention the Republican
party has proven Itself before and Is ready to prove Itself again
after the 1968 election.
"The nation is once again in sad disarray," Mr. Dewey stated.
"The Johnson administration has given us Inflated budgets, Inflated
deficits and Inflated currency with Its ever-rising prices," he said.
"In 1952, the state of the Union was in a mess," he continued,
"and the Republicans straightened things out. Now the American
people are In a mess again," Mr. Dewey stated.
Abernathy Brings Mule Train
A mule-drawn covered wagon arrived at the convention headquarters
in Miami Beach bringing with It Reverand Ralph Abernathy, leader of
the Poor People's campaign, and some 50 of his followers.
Rev. Abernathy stated that his reason for coming to the convention.
"Is to call attention of the GOP convention Into the plight of the poor."
He stated that the group represented the "51 state of hunger."
"No political party is sufficiently dedicated to the needs of the
Black people," he stated. When asked which Republican candidate he
would want nominated, Rev. Abernathy stated, "Somebody like Rockefeller would do the best for the Negro." He feels that Gov. Rockefeller
Is the one who comes closest to helping the Negro.
Looking back on the past of the Republicans Is a dim view. Republicans have held the White House only eight of the past 36 years. Only
27% of voters presently call themselves Republicans as compared
to 46% Democrats.

The Republican Future
The future may be looking brighter for the Republicans, though.
A changing political climate—an unpopular war and disorder In the
streets—may raise the Republicans back to a majority status.
Republicans presently hold 26 out of 50 state governorships. This
includes the two most populous states. Republicans will capture the
House of Representatives If they capture 31 more seats. This may
not be as difficult as It sounds whan the Republicans gained 47 seats
In the election two years ago.
Political styles are changing like today's fashions. The Republican
classic philosophy of federal decentralization, states' rights, sound
currency, private Initiative and free enterprise may be coming back
into fashion.
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EdJtiowl
Let's Skip Trivialities
"Please - - You are now a part of the Union Organization. We
ask you not to smoke, or chew gum. Not to bring beverages or
any other food to this table.
"Men are to wear coats and ties, women are to wear businesslike clothes."

1'he above information is passed out to any organization that
places a table for student information in the University Union.
It seems to the News to be a rather ridiculous attempt to regulate conduct over which the University does not, and should not,
have any control whatsoever.
A News story on page three describes the attempts of the Union
Director to assert authority in an area he must not invade- - student involvement. It seems to the News that if the University
administration is serious in its attempts to promote more interest among the student, it should realize how far away from the
goal it is reaching.
With out-of-date, absurd and incompetent regulations governing a student body that is seeking more influence over the life
it trys to lead, some conflicts will arise.
It would seem that now is the time to make some kind of attempt toward this end.
Would someone like to explain why a person cannot smoke or
chew gum at a table in the Union lobby? It seems time to question these incredible regulations in order to arrive at intelligent
and reasoned rules that both the students and administrators
could follow.
A broad new approach is needed in this area of student activity. New guidelines must be established in regards to the ability of any student organization to inform the students on campus
of the differing viewpoints in the world.
Unless these guidelines are worked out, there will continue
to be confrontations between the University employees and the
students.
Why should it matter to any one at all whether the student
chews gum or smokes or happens not to have on a coat and tie.
Let's put down all these totally absurd problems and get to the
problem of creating a decent education for the student when he
gets here.

Letters To The Editor

Picas To Teach?
I suspect there was some malice intended In the publication
of Dale Thompson's letter (B-G
News, August 1) "printed as the
News received It."
Even allowing for the sloppy
proof reading of the News and
regardless of the merits of the
Issue raised (or should It, perchance, be "lrregardless" - as so many of my students would
have It), I trust that Mr. Thompson, "Sr. College of Ed.," will
not teach, or attempt to teach,
our children the fundamentals of
their language. I counted no fewer

than fifteen misspelled words In
his brief letter. There was at
least one sentence fragment and
one run-on sentence (termswhich,
alas, may have very little meaning for far too many of your
readers). Finally, any "lntelegent,
well educated, well-paid person"
)sorry, I put the hypen in automatically) should at least have
been Introduced to the services
of the familiar old hyphen during
his college career.
J. J. Gross
Professor of English

Great Abilities
Having occasion to recently taste some of this University's greater
administrative abilities, viz., a monastic lesson in manners, Reductive
reasoning and good old southern hospitality from Colonel Cobb at
the Union on Tuesday, I must take it upon myself to mount my crusading ass and Joust some bureaucratic windmills.
To begin with, freedom of any kind cannot and should not be administered by mere human beings. A helrarchy is most sorely needed,
as was ably demonstrated to me on Tuesday.
Even that Infallible One, so warmly (and often quite blindly) spoken
of by the Faithful Few, discovered his own humanness to be insufferable.
I nearly forgot to offer any solutions— so sorry Ronald
Reagan.
Secondly,
ALL limitations placed on freedom by blind Institutions, warped regulations and fallacious rules are most abonlmable.
Even If one possesses the merest smattering of reason (dun—I were
a football player), one can discover the disputed Union table worker's
regulations to be this kind of abonlmable limitation.
Thirdly, when are the black-oriented, current publications goine
to be placed in the Library?
Fourthly, it Is my humble opinion that freedom of speech DOES
mean you can stand up in crowded theater and yell "Are!", that
the real tragedy is that some will be trampled to death but that so
many will be pierced by buttons saying, "Register Communists—
Not Guns," and then will die from the loss of blood.
Of course, an electronic genius cannot afford to be too reverent
can he?
*
Finally (tor this time anyway, Clara), when Is Bowling Green going
to catch up with the rest of the world? Even the tortoise had to MOVE
to beat the hare!
Roger Schmidt

Humphrey Now Does Not
Seem A Logical Candidate
By BILL MOES

palgn as a futile gesture. McCarthy supporters
regard the Senator's campaign as a quloxltlc crusade
against the present course of events thai must also
battle the rigged convention that now Is in opposition
to the people's wishes as demonstrated in primary <
battles.
The 26th of August, when the convention comes
to order, will decide for many Americans the fate
of their votes in November. Should the party Ignore
the wishes of a great number of Democratic voters
who participated in the primaries, they stand to, and
deserve to, suffer great losses at the polls.
We need not look too far to find some reason to J
vote against the present regime. The policies of the
last four year shave been a kind of failure that America
cannot afford to suffer for another term of office.
The tactics of pro-Humphrey convention delegates and
politicians have demonstrated a new type of perversion for democratic concepts.

With all eyes watching this week's Republican convention and its quadannual attempt to find somebody
who can win, few have noticed the agreement between
Vice President Humphrey and Senator McCarthy to
participate in a televised debate. Those noticing have,
In many cases, failed to realize the limited Impact
It will have on choosing the Democratic nominee.
The debate will not take place until the weekend
before the convention begins. This means there
will be no time to check the public opinion polls
for any effect the two candidates would create.
McCarthy has repeatedly asked tor a public meeting
to take place long before the Democratic convention
so that It would have at least some meaning in regard
to the public opinion polls on which he bases so much
of his candidacy. Humphrey obviously realized that he
had to at least made a conciliatory gesture toward
the people's candidate. The pros in his camp seem
slightly apprehensive toward letting public opinion have
time to crystallze.
It seems inconceivable that with the modern electronic media, Humphrey still believes that he is
able to force down the throats of the American people
a remnant of the administration that many Americans
have come to distrust.
With a nomination, the result of this action could
be the defeat of Humphrey In November—a happening
many McCarthy supporters at this time would take
with only slight dislike.
With his "politics of happiness" so obviously out
of tune with the America of 1968, Humphrey seems
destined to try to bring back those thrilling days of
yesteryear.
Charges by the Humphrey camp that McCarthy
has failed to propose any concrete ideas during
the campaign are so blatently false that one can
wonder at what level Humphrey gauges the Intelligence
of the American voter.
While at this time, some estimates give Humphrey
up to 600 votes over the 1,300 needed to nominate,
there is still a great degree of flux within the delegates "leaning" to Humphrey. Should the people's
voice be heard at Chicago, It seems likely Sen.
McCarthy could capture many of these votes.
Most Humphrey strategists feel the Vice President
has It all wrapped up and regard McCarthy's cam-

Many wonder whether the McCarthy people will
support Humphrey should be nominated. Are they
serious?
To support Humphrey with the policies he has
vigorously. supported In the last four years in foreign
affairs and the last tour months In political affairs
would be to negate all that Is based in Sen. McCarthy's
campaign.
The Vice President called the McCarthy supporters,
by Implication, a "self-righteous minority." That
could go down as the biggest Joke of the 1968 campaign.
How many polls or elections will it take to convince
lacks truth?
Humphrey wants people to believe that he is continually edging away from the Johnson policies of
the past years. He seems, according to newspaper
nam—the root of most American problems. Can
he expect to be regarded as anything less than a >! \
hypocrite should he now follow the expedient stand
of taking a new direction?
Let no one doubt' America is facing a most difficult
time In the future. The president must be a man
willing to stand up with honesty. Regarding the
past, there seems little likelihood Mr. Humphrey
is capable of handling the Job.

Critical Era la History
By STEPHAN YOUNG
Senator
This is a critical era In the
history of our country. We are
striving for equal opportunity tor
all people. We are also struggling
to overcome poverty of the spirit,
hopelessness, bitterness, frustration. That is real poverty.
The Commission on Civil Disorders (Kerner Commission) study
was not an obituary tor our society.
It was a health report. The report
stated we are tending toward two
societies - separate and unequal.
It did not say it was inevitable.
It said, "Beware."
The greatest challenge to Americans today is to give real meaning to American citizenship for
every American. There cannot be
two classes of citizens. We do
not have any choice. We simply
must do what we say - build one
nation. We should dedicate ourselves and our resources, both
collectively and Individually, to
maintain the title "American
citizen" as the most honored In
the world.
We must provide equal opportunity and equal protection of the
law for all citizens regardless of
race. Let us Judge people on their
merit and their character alone.
OUTRAGE
Truong Dinh Dzu, a highly respected Saigon lawyer, was the
most outspoken peace candidate
for President of south Vietnam
last September. In that election
Thleu and Ky received only 34%
of the total vote.
Dzu, the runner-up, received
more than 17%, although millions
of Buddhists, members of the National Liberation Front, communist sympathizers and neutralists were denied the right to vote.
Not only that, but south Vietnamese soldiers had two votes each,
one cast at their army posts under
supervision of their officers and
another In their hamlets and cities
under supervision of Ky appointed
provincial leader.
Dzu, a civilian, was recently
tried by a military court; promptly
found guilty of "acting against the
aiitl - communist spirit of the
people and the armed forces."
He was sentenced to five years at
hard labor. What was his crime?
He said In a speech, "South Vietnamese government officials could
talk peace with some of the na-

ttonallsts In the National Liberation Front."
By this criteria, millions of
Americans could be Imprisoned
under south Vietnamese "law."
It Is shocking that American
leaders in Saigon made no comment
during a week following the kangaroo court action.
President Johnson owes a duty
to repudiate the Saigon dictators.
This Is a stain on our national
conscience when we allow a corrupt militarist regime make a
mockery of freedom, Justice and
other principles we Americans
cherish. It Is an outrage that our
President continues to support a
cruel military Junta representing
a small minority of the south
Vietnamese people.
Unless there Is a coalition government In south Vietnam including representatives of the National Liberation Front there can
be no viable government there.
This trumped-up charge and cruel
imprisonment of the most popular
south Vietnamese civilian who received 800,000 votes for President Is a warning to other Vietnamese to follow the official party
line, or else.
American youngsters are being
killed every day due to President Johnson's subservience to the
military-Industrial complex in
committing 600,000 American
youngsters to a land war to save
corrupt dictators of a military

regime In Saigon.
FOR GREATER NATIONAL
SECURITY
The draft law Is an abomination. It should not be amended.
It should be repealed. Selective
service as now operated Is discriminatory and unfair. Taking
advantage of its provisions youngsters from affluent families continue in universities while those
In poor families are drafted.
It is disruptive of family life
due to the uncertainty of General
Hershey pointing his finger toward the Induction center beckoning a youngster from age 19 through
26. As defects In present selective
service are beyond correction the
writer proposes to introduce next
Jnauary a bill ending compulsory
military service and providing a
voluntary army, navy and air force,
Increasing the salaries and allowances to recruits and noncom and
definitely not Increasing salaries
and allowances for commissioned
officers, already well paid.
The writer having been a private
and also an officer in time of
combat proposes that a youngster
volunteer for 18 months and serve
In the active reserve for an additional 18 months being paid for one
study and drill night weekly and
2 weeks each summer. Selective
service must not be a sacred cow.
In event of a declared war, Congress f necessary could immediately enact a draft law.
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Overlooked Rules

Counselors Fired
Two Bromfleld Hall counselors
were dismissed last Tuesday for
overlooking the hours rule last
session.
James R. Bays and Robert K.
Devles were making their rounds
around 2 a.m. Sunday, July 20.
Seeing several students grouped
In the Anderson, second floor
lounge they stopped to Investigate.
The several male students were

■«

"■

Play Author Not
Afraid To Try
Nell Simon, author of this week's
Huron Playhouse production of
"The Odd Couple," Is a man unafraid of taking what Is sometimes
known as the Entertainer's Big
Risk—i.e., trying to top excellence
with something even better.
He proved his courage by writing
"The Odd Couple" immediately
after scoring an enormous success
with "Barefoot In the Park." A
prudent playwright would not have
chanced trying to match or surpass
one bug hit with a second try so
soon after the first. The fear Is
that the writer will become—In
the phrase of George Axelrod, who
did get Immobilised with his first
hit "The Seven Year Itch" ~ a
"playwrote."
Undeterred, Simon came up with
"The Odd Couple" soon after
"Barefoot In the Park," and found
he'd scored another bull's eye.
For two and a half years the two
plays kept running slde-by-slde,
so to speak, on Broadway.

Campus Movie
Stars Newman
The fourth and final movie In
the Paul Newman Film Series,
"Sweet Bird of Youth, " will be
shown at 6 and 8 p.m., Tuesday,
August 13, in 105 Hanna HalL
The movie, taken from a successful broadway play, was written by
Tennessee Williams.
Geraldlne Page portrays a fading
Hollywood star who has turned to
drugs and sex. Paul Newman is
a handsome, young man who uses
her on his climb to success in
Hollywood.
After obtaining a movie part,
the character Newman plays thinks
he has the world in the palm of
his hands. He then takes a trip
to his home town to find personal problems with an old girl
friend have given more troubles.
A student ID card Is the only
entrance requirement to see this
movie.

dispersed and the man and woman
who were working on an art project were informed that It was
after 2 a.m. and they shoud return
to the women's dormitory.
Apparently the counselors then
allowed the girl to enter her dormitory through an Improper entrance
to avoid the late minutes penalty.
When the counselors left, the girl
was admitted by a night watch man.
Devles' comment on the subject
was that he had a "clear conscience" about his action and if
the same incident happened again
he would do the same thing.
He felt the counselor's Job should
be more clearly defined and the
counselor should have some authority In rule interpretation. Devles
expressed no hostility against the
decision and understood the position of the administration.
Harold R Wasslnk,
assistant
dean of men, was responsible for
the dismissal. His views were
that since there was a direct violation of the rules and the counselors could have taken other alternatives (such as checking with
the head resident before making
the decision), that dismissal was
normal procedure.
"I don't doubt the moral character of the counselors but they
did make the mistake," he said.

JOSEPH NEMETH
...Committee member
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Republican Platform

NEW YORK (UPI) - Every 23
seconds somebody's house Is burglarised.
(Continued from Page 1)
terprise, to help provide the hunLatest statistics of the Federgry poor sufficient food for a
To
qualify
for
Jobs
with
permanal Bureau of Investigation reveal
balanced diet."
ence
and
promise,
many
dlsadthat burglary has Increased navantaged citizens need special astionally 55 per cent since 1960.
POVERTY:
sistance and Job training.
In 1966, the most recent year
"Welfare and poverty programs
We will enact the Republicanof national statistics, there were
will be drastically revised to lib10 per cent more burglaries than proposed human Investment act,
erate the poor from the debilitaoffering tax credits to employers,
In 1965.
ting dependence which erodes selfIn his annual review of crime, to encourage such training and uprespect and discourages family
grading.
We
pledge
a
unified
fedJ. Edgar Hoover notes that supunify and responsibility... a comeral
food
distribution
program,
as
pression and detection of burgplete overhaul of the nation's Job
well
as
active
cooperation
with
the
lary and particularly difficult due
programs Is urgent.
to the tremendous volume of these states and Innovative private enoffenses and the thinness of police
patrols.
He reported that only one out
of every five coses of burglary
In 1966 was ever solved. "This
low clearance rate," he added,
Indicates lack of a deterrent and
little risk of detection."
For homes equipped with InterBOWLING GREEN, O.—Eighteen Bowling Green State University
com systems, says the Nu-Tone
special education students will receive $52,600 In trainee ship grants
division of Scovlll Manufacturing
Company, it is simple and Infor the 1968-69 academic year.
The money, awarded by the U.S. Office of Education, will be diexpensive to add Intruder alarm
vided among five graduate students specializing In education of the
devices.
emotionally disturbed and thirteen undergraduate students learning
Interior or external speakers
to teach the mentally retarded.
will Immediately pick any susThe graduate fellowship recipients will receive a stipend of $2,000,
picious noise and allow the resident
a waiver of University fees and an additional $600 allowance for each
with the push of a button, to imdependent, according to Dr. Darrel G. Minlfle, director of the divmediately set off inside and outside alarms.
ision of special education at Bowling Green.
The ten senior trainee ships Include an $800 stipend plus a waiver
In addition to deterring
an inof fees, while three Juniors wiU receive $300.
truder, the entire neighborhood Is
"This is the first time students at the Junior level have been eliquickly alerted to the burglary.
gible to receive any trainee ships," Dr. Minlfle noted.
The special education division, started in 1963 with six students
majoring in special education and one professor, has increased to
approximately 600 majors and seven staff members in five years.
During that time, the division has received over $240,000 from the
federal gaovernment for student frants, Dr. Minlfle said.
The WalrHouse, provides
1,239,884 cubic feet of storage
space In a clear span. The structure and all accessory equipment
weigh only 20,330 pounds. Included is an electric generator
which automatically takes over
in event of a power failure.
FORT WORTH, TEX. (UPI)All University students, faculty
Dr. Edward Teller, called
and personnel, whether living on
A network of steel cables Is
"father of the hydrogen
or off campus, are Invited to parlnteregrated into the structural
bomb." commented recentticipate In the weekly game night
envelope. This patented cable sysly on the label to a group of
every Wednesday. The East end
tem relieves the air structure
Texas Christian University
of the Mld-Am room at Harshfabric of all but a fraction of the
undergraduate students:
man is open from 6:30 to 10 for
structural loads and allows the
"My son refuses to accept
pinochle, euchre, chess, rubber
construction of almost limitless
the bomb as a brother."
bridge, duplicate bridge and other
spans without need for specially
games. Duplicate bridge begins
designed and high cost materials.
promptly at 7 and those wishing
to play for prizes in the other
games should begin not later than
7:30.
Prizes went to the following
winners at the last game night:
Janet Clouse, Sandra Vernon, Dan
flclaL," said Mr. Schmidt.
ature. He said he was approached
Mr. Schmidt said that he told
Damlovlc and Tom Boone for piby Farrar M. Cobb, the director
Mr. Cobb that he would not give nochle; Alan Fejes, Jim Schun,
of the Union.
Janet Ford and Doug Schmetzer
him his ID card.
Schmidt said that Mr. Cobb told
Mr. Cobb was contacted by the for euchre; Pat Bleslot, Larry
him he had to get a coat and tie
Regan and Susan Miller for rubber
B-G News to get his side of the
on) and that he told Mr. Cobb
incident. "I have no comment to bridge; and Ray Flnkelsteln for
"no man tells me when I have
chess.
make," he said.
to wear a coat and tie."
For the Nort and South posiThe McCarthy workers returned
Mr. Schmidt said that Mr. Cobb
tions In duplicate bridge the winyesterday morning and found their
left and returned shortly with two
ners were Joe Ernsthausen and
table set up and ready for use.
men. "One was dressed like a
Oldrlch Jlcha; for East and West,
They said there were no further
maintenance man and the other had
Incidents as of 1 p.m. yesterday. Emily Grimm and Clarice Banks.
a suit on."
"They began to fold the table
at which I was sitting and disassemble the easel which was off
to one side," said Mr. Schmidt.
"All of my materials were placed
In a box and put by the wall."
Mr. Schmidt said he then picked
up his materials and set up outside the Union on the front lawn.
"Mr. Cobb then came out and
and theater. Her activities on
"Everybody had a ball," were
asked me if I was a student,"
campus Include Theta Alpha Phi,
the words vivacious January Eckaccording to Mr. Schmidt "I said
theater arts honorary, University
ert used to describe the MissOhio
it has no bearing on the situaPlayers, Falconettes and Chi OPageant held July 19 and 20, at
tion," said Mr. Schmidt.
mega.
Cedar
Point
In
Sandusky.
"He then asked for my student
The theme of this year's paidentification card and said I had
geant, "It's a Beautiful Day" could
to surrender It to him because he
be described the way Jan felt
was an authorized University ofwhen she was named first runnerup out of the 28 contestants who
represented other state universities and Ohio areas.
Jan was second to Leslyn Hlple,
Miss Canton, the new Miss Ohio.
Research funds totaling nearly
$13,000 have been awarded to three
"I didn't feel a thing. It was
Bowling Green State University
like I was all alone in the world
psychology department faculty
up on that stage watching everymembers by the National Institute
body make noise. It was great!"
the brown-eyed Miss Bowling
of Mental Health.
Dr. Pletro Badla, associate proGreen replied when asked how
fessor, received $5,015 to Invesshe felt when named first runnertigate what effects advance warnup.
ings have on test subjects' reacJanuary, formerly of Dayton,
tions to various stimuli.
won first place in the swlmsult
Dr. Kenneth M. Shemberg, ascompetition wearing a hot pink
sslstanr professor, was awarded
swlmsult.
"I couldn't believe
$4,200 to study "Escape Learning
Pd won," she smiled. "The girl
and Ulcer Formation."
behind me had to poke me to get
Dr. Annette Ehrllch, assistant me moving when my name was
professor, received $3,717 to concalled."
JANUARY ECKERT
duct research In "Visual DiscrimA Junior in the College of Edu...Everybody hod a ball'
ination Behavior in Primates."
cation, Jan Is majoring in English

Education Grants
For 18 Students

Building Air Support
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (UPI) A storage warehouse here—520
feet long and 34 feet high—is
supported entirely by air.
Said to be the world's longest
air - supported structure, the
building, appropriately called
WalrHouse, is designed to store
surplus commodities, Including
canned foods, rice and other perishables and fertilizers for shipment to underdeveloped countries.
The building, with it vast vinyl
coated nylon "skin" woven by
J.P. Stevens * Co^ Inc.,was
constructed in Just two weeks.
It has withstood the buffeting of
60 miles per hour winds.

Non-love'

Game Night
Victors Listed

McCorthyite Ousted From Union
By TOM HACNDC
Staff Writer
A McCarthy worker was removed from the Union lobby at
about 1:30 p. m. Tuesday.
The worker was Roger T.
Schmidt, a Bowling Green resident.
Mr. Schmidt said he was located
in front of the Union information
desk passing out McCarthy liter-

Association Names
Nemith To Group
Dr. Joseph Nemeth, professor
of education and director of the
Reading Center at the University,
will serve on the International
Reading Association's teacher education committee and committee
for planning special reading facilities during the next year.
' The appointment Is announced

Protection For
Burglary Now

Mor

by IRA president Dr. Leo Fay of
Indiana University. IRA is a professional nonprofit organization
for teachers and administrators
concerned with the improvement
of reading Instruction.
This committee will explore
activities IRA ought to be conducting relating to pre- and inservice training of teachers. Dr.
Nemeth's other committee work
will deal with developing guidelines for planning special reading
facilities, particularly in new elementary and secondary schools
and work toward publication of
the guidelines.
The local educator Is one of
more than 55,000 IRA members
and subscribers throughout the
United States and twenty-one foreign countries. Five hundred and
eighty-six IRA councils work for
the exchange of international Ideas
and information about reading. The
Association's publications provide
educators with the latest information on reading instruction.
Dr. Nemeth Is a contributing
editor of The Reading Teacher,
an IRA publication, and is a former
editor of Ohio Reading Teacher.
In 1962 he was co-reclplent of an
IRA award for the outstanding doctoral dissertation in reading.

Miss Ohio Runnerup

Says 'All Had A Ball'

Three Given
Research Funds
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Broadway Comedy

Huron Offers Odd Couple
HURON, Ohio—The forces of
order and disorder are meeting In
head-on, hilarious conflict on the
stage of the Huron Playhouse In
the Nell Simon comedy hit, "The
Odd Couple," through Saturday.
Performances are held In the
alr-condltloned McCormlck School

auditorium on Ohio Street.
Dick Jenkins of DeKalb, HI.,
and Joe Blades of Bloomfleld, Mo.
are featured in this comedy devoted
to the antics of two wifeless husbands who decide to share an apartment after their two marriages
have blown up — and who dls-

8 Experimental Films On Tap
For Showing This Weekend
Experimental films are to be
shown at 7:30 p.m. Saturday In
105 11 anna Hall.
The program of eight films lasts
about 90 minutes and shows a new
artistic concept in film making.
The films were chosen from a

Travel Film
Views Spain
An Illustrated travel lecture,
"A Journey Through Spain," will
be presented by Ted Bumlller at
7:30 tonight In 105 Hanna Hall.
The lecture and film will tour
such cities as Seville, Barcelona,
Madrid and Toledo. One will be
able to see cathedrals, religious
fiestas, flamenco dancing and the
running of the bulls.
Mr. Bumlller Is a graduate of
the Applied Arts College, University of Cincinnati with a degree
In architecture. He has traveled
all over the world since he was
graduated and has done other films,
"By Jeep Around the World," and
"Four Seasons of Scandinavia."

group of 75 that were presented
at the Ann Arbor Film Festival
last March.
The highlights of the show are
"Chinese Flredrlll" by William
Hindle, winner of the grand prize
and "The Bed" by James BroughIon, another prize winner.
"Chinese Flredrlll," the longest
film, lasting 24 minutes, Involves
a man and his attempt to reorganize
his life with IBM cards which, In
the end, are carried away by a
gust of wind.
"The Bed" depicts events that
happen around a bed that has rolled
down a long hill and stopped beneath a tree In a serene setting.
Other films are: "Die," "Superman and the Strippers," Gymnopedles," "Pulp," "7362" and
"Christmas Is Naked Turkey."
The additional 75 movies are
now on tour throughout the country
and will be shown In Bowling Green
later this year.
The movies are being sponsored
by the Union Activities Office with
Dr. Edgar F. Daniels of the English
department In charge.

cover that the traits which mide
their wives discard them, render
them incompatible to each other
as room-mates.
Jenkins will portray Oscar, a
Hvorced newspaper sportswriter
who lives alone in untidy grandeur
In an eight-room apartment from
which his wife has fled with their
children to escape the climate of
clutter he enjoys.
Blades, will appear as an old
chum named Felix whose marriage
also has just busted up. He is
so distraught at this development
that he seems on the verge of
collapse, until Oscar suggests that
he share his over-roomy apartment, thus helping him meet his
alimony payments and alleviating
the loneliness of his solo life In
an eight-room apartment.
Once linked In this domestic
arrangement, however, the two;
men then discover what they had
never known about each other as
casual friends — they're tempermentally unsulted for living under
the same roof.
Where Oscar, a born slob. Is
compulsively messy and enjoys
living in fraternity-house disarray, Felix Is compulsively neat,
an obsessive tlder-upper, and a
meticulous housekeeper and cook.
The climax comes when the two
Ill-matched room-mates have a
date with two giggling sisters, both
divorcees, who live on the floor
below.
Robert E. McAndrew of Prospect Hts., I1U, David Welch, Arlington, S.D., Don Pocock, Masslllon, and Dan Johnson, Union, Mich,
will portray the assortment of
poker-playing buddies of the odd
couple and Jeanne Bowyer (Detroit,
Mich.) and Robin Grunley (Bethesda, Md.) the neighborly sisters.

Ohio Notes Decrease UAO Plans
Put-In-Bay
In Highway Toll
COLUMBUS — Ohio was the only
midwest state to show a traffic
death decline for the first six
months of 1968.
The national death toll for the six
months was up 6 per cent, jumping from 23,730 to 25,200, the
National Safety Council reported.
Ohio's death toll was down four
per cent for the period, as compared with a year ago, dropping
from 1079 to 1032.
Of the seven big states, Ohio
and Texas were the only ones
showing a decline.
New York jumped from 1221 to
1393, California from 2167 to 2235,
Florida from 915 to 1044, Illinois
from 906 to 922, Michigan from
826 to 1020, Pennsylvania from
934 to 944, and Texas fell from
1586 to 1579. The Illinois figures
were for five months.
Twelve of the 50 states had a
decrease in deaths, but those geographically closest to Ohio were

Connecticut on the east, Tennessee
to the south, and Wyoming In the
west.
Columbus was the national city
leader for five months In the half
million to 750,000 population
group, dropping from 22 to 15
fatalities for a record of 1.5 deaths
per 10,000 registered vehicles, and
6.6 per 100,000 population on an
annual basis.
Toledo, with records of 1.6 and
7.4 In the same categories, topped
the 350,000 - 500,000 population
group as its toll fell from 21 to
12. In 1966 there were 36 deaths
on Toledo's streets in the first
five months, three times as many
as this year.
Newark, dropping from five
deaths to zero, was nosed out for
first place In the 25,000 - 50,000
class by Lakeland, Fla., which had
six last year and none during the
first five months.

AT HURON PLAYHOUSE - The "Odd Couple" - Dick Jenkins,
left, and Joe Blades, center, hash out a neatness problem while
a policeman friend, played by Robert E. McAndrew, right, listens in.

Crypt To Offer

N0RTHGATE
RESTAURANT

Pair Of Films

NOON BUFFET

The Crypi will be open Saturday night from 9 to 12:30. Two
films will be shown, "A Unicorn
in the Garden" and "An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge."
Showings are at 10:30.

11:30- 2:00 p.m.

$1.35
EVENING BUFFET
5:00 - 8:00 p.m.
$1.75
FAVORITE COCKTAILS

The Crypt is located In the
United Christian Fellowship building at Thurstln and Ridge Streets.

and Michaloeb on Tap.

1095 N. MAIN
—Now— TirTits. Ai|. 13

Excursion

The Office of Student Activities
has announced plans for a one-day
tour of Put-In-Bay and the wineries on the Island In Lake Erie.
The trip for University students will begin at 8:30 am. Saturday, Aug. 17 from the front of
the Union. The charge will be $3,
covering admission fees, travel Insurance, round-trip bus transportation and ferry charges to the
islands.
Students making the trip will
return by 8:30 pm Saturday. Registration for the trip will and at
4:30 pm next Wednesday.
Reservations can be made at
the Union Activities Office In the
Union from 8:30 am to 4 pm.
Box lunches will be provided
at noon for students having meal
tickets for University dining halls.
All other meals or Items not
listed are at the expense of the
student.

«-
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Evenings at 7:15 & 9:30 - Sat. & Sun. Mat. at 2:30 - 5
NATKJNM GChCRM. PICIUMS PMSINTS

JAMES GARNER DEBBIE REYNOLDS
MAURICE RONET

«

HOW SWEET IT IS!
PAUL LYNDE
[, TERRY THOMAS.

Techmcolor"
P»n*vi»ton*

®

A BIG BARREL OF FUN!

Classifieds
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. Tuesday
before publication date. Leave
ad or mail to B-G News 106
University Hall. Include name,
address, student no. for billing. RATES: 32< per line, 2<line minimum.

FOR SALE
1966 305 Honda. 3500 miles. Must
Sell. Ph. 352-5300.

Part-time typing available in my
home. Call 352-4365 after 5.

$6.00 DRESS SHIRTS

$1 "

1964 Ford XL Convertible, buckets,
4-speed. 1960 Thunderblrd. Call
B.G. Radiator Repair, 352-6681.

Starting August 2 at the Canterbury Inn, playing every Wednesday,
Friday, and Saturday: The most
popular group In Toledo—The
Buccaneers.

$9.50 WASH TROUSERS $2°°

1966 Pontlac Convertible. Write
Box D, c/o
BG News If Interested.

Tired of mistakes? Let Alice
your typing. 352-6861.

$6.00 SWIM SUITS

Girl's bike, like new.
Make
offer. Call Evenks after 7 p.m.
Ext. 2687, 2688, 2689.

Local church needs organist. $25
per week. Leave name at UCF
353-8912.

MGB '66 bine, wire wheels, clean.
Call ext. 3296, or 352-6583 after
6 p.m.

Passed away: 1 chlddy. Funeral
services and rally, FrL, Aug. 9
8-2, 29 Greenvlew.

Men— rooms-summer or fall. Ph.
353-8241 after 3 p.m.

BUSINESS & PERSONSL

Wanted: Riders going to Calif.
Call Tom, 354-1855.

Rooms tor man. Near campus.
Private entrance. Refrigerator.
Ph. 352-7365.

Lost: Wedding Ring, gold with
five rubles. Call Jane at 3541555. Reward.

FOR RENT
For rent—mobile home, clean.
One or 2 students. Available
Sept. L Can be seen any time.
Call 352-5772. Maurer's MobUe
Court, Ht. 35.
Roommate needed for fall to share
apt. at Varsity So, Write: Dave
Traphagen, 1745 Sawburg, Alliance, O.

BE HAPPY
GO LUCKEY
Lockey Swimming Quarry

$1 °°
*

532 EAST WOOSTER STREET

i

